The Stepan Center speaking appearance and the organized student support on campus have apparently paid off for Robert Kennedy. The junior senator from New York will be one of the major candidates for student president at Notre Dame.

It was reported by Steve McDermott, that the junior class would vote for 170 students, with 578 (195 votes) for Kennedy, 336 (130 votes) for Nixon, and 238 (80 votes) for Johnson.

The junior class will be presented to the Student Senate on March 31 that he would not be seeking re-election. Consequently, the name of Vice President Hubert Humphrey was omitted.

The reasons for the vote were split among the candidates. Both Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon had been assassinated civil rights leader Martin Luther King. George Walzl of the American Independent Party, the Social Workers Party's Fred Halstead.

The results went along similar lines. Four hundred and seventy-four of the 1000 students voting favored Senator Kennedy. McCarthy drew 262 (245 votes), followed by Rockefeller, 118 votes (115), Nixon, 101 votes (105) and President Johnson, 42 votes (44).

A letter circulated to the student body and signed by Witt and sophomore class president Leo Klemm says, "The monetary risk involved would possibly jeopardize the performance of the class in the coming year. Such activities as the Senior Ball, Senior Week and other social functions would be greatly impaired."

According to Bob Folks, entertainment chairman, Witt and former junior class president Rick Rembusch approached Klemm and members of the Sophomore Freshman Prom committee with their problem. Witt had previously explained the financial problems of the junior prom to Vice President for Student Affairs Rev. Charles J. McCarver, CSC. Folks said "It's a 2 to 1 Kennedy over McCarthy ratio."

Klemm, Witt, Rembusch, and members of both prom committees met until 4 a.m. on Thursday, working out the details of the tri-class prom. Klemm said, "The junior class would have lost so much money that it would have impaired three next year in their social events. There's no sense in allowing them to merge with us in that situation. I'm in favor of it or I couldn't have voted for it."

Tom Clark, dance chairman for the tri-class prom, said the Student Center would handle the 120-150 extra couples.

Originally the junior prom was scheduled for the LaFortune Student Center. Witt expects the transition to be smooth with only a minimum of problems. "to take a major loss would hurt the whole class for next year."

Rembusch laid the blame for the necessity for the merger on the junior class. "It's the fault of the juniors for not buying tickets. Maybe the juniors thought that it would be the fault of the junior class government."

They didn't like the tri-class prom too much so we went back to the other way, where we sponsored a separate prom. The prom was turned over to the juniors and put in one day on one class or in having the money for next year."

The tri-class prom will be held in the Stepan Center tonight from 9 pm until 1 am. Halstead did not receive a vote. He was removed from the ballot by 575 (195 votes) for Kennedy, 336 (130 votes) for Nixon, and 238 (80 votes) for Johnson.

The total of 3475 ND students participated in the April 9 poll, with a margin of error of 5% or less. The voting was conducted by the Student Senate and the Notre Dame campus community.

By TOM EHRBAR

The Finance Committee of Student Government was requested to the Student Senate that the activities be raised to $50 dollars per year instead of the original ten dollars, according to Student Body President Rev. Richard Russo.

The additional six dollars will permit Student Government the use of $50,000, Agreement on the new proposal was reached yesterday afternoon. and will be presented to the Senate for a next week's meeting. The main cut in the new fee increase is in the Hall Life Fund, which has been completely deleted from the budget. It was originally allotted $20,000. Russo said that after speaking with Vice President for Student Affairs Rev. Charles J. McCarver, CSC, the committee decided that half payments were the responsibility of the Administration. Russo and Student Government currently have enough money to make short term loans, and small subsidies for full improvements. Some of the hall improvement money is to go to a Total week which is sponsored by the Hall President's Council. Russo said the weekend "may be 87% of a day to get some help from Student Union."

The Incorporation study was also edited from the increase. Russo felt any study could be done through the University's lawyers. The appropriations for the University have been reduced by $2000.

Heyward explained the appropriations for student academic research. According to Russo, Vice President for General Affairs Rev. John. E. Walsh, CSC, and Associate Vice President Dr. Thomas E. Stewart had requested the establishment of a student committee on curriculum reform. A Student Academic Council on Educational Reform will be established to parallel a similar Administration council. The new increase allows $3,500 for the council itself and an additional $1,200 for student-faculty relations. The total cost is a $3,300 cut from the original proposal.

The new allotment as it will be presented to the Senate Mon. is as follows:

**Academic Commission**
*10,000*

**Arts Festival**
*6,000*

**Course Evaluation Booklet**
*3,000*

**Free University**
*1,800*

**Literary Festival**
*6,000*

**Observer**
*4,500*

**Student Academic Council**
*3,500*

**Student Faculty Relations**
*1,200*

**Total**
*36,000*
Five seniors-to-be have been accepted as Collegiate Scholars for the 1968-69 school year. Craig Malone, Doug Marvin, Marin Dwyer, William Cullen, and Marvin Dolan all will spend their senior year as Collegiate Scholars, pursuing special interests in studies consisting largely of self-directed reading and writing.

Malone, a Government major, will spend his year concerned with the application of the system theory to international policies. Marvin, also a Government major and a columnist for The Observer, will take up a study of de Chardin, Freud, and C.G. Jung, a French major, will examine twentieth-century French drama with an emphasis on the question of a possibility of tragedy in modern drama.

Cullen and Dolan are both English majors. Scholastic editor-in-chief Cullen will study the tragedies of Racine and Shakespeare. Dolan will use this year to write poetry and to do some reading in critical literature and poetry.

Chairman of the Collegiate Scholars program, Dr. Walter Niemiatkowski, outlined the purpose of the Collegiate Scholar program which has a three-year history here. "It gives an opportunity for the few selected students to direct their own studies. The program is designed to take into account each student's specific level of achievement, his interests and his weaknesses.

To accomplish these ends, the Collegiate Scholar is freed from the regular requirements and schedule of the senior year. He finds a faculty member who will agree to direct his project. Then if he is chosen as a Collegiate Scholar, two other faculty members are selected to be his advisors.

Dr. Niemiatkowski is a fine example of a person who can do more than three courses which are chosen by the student and his advisors in addition to his special project. At the end of each semester he receives 15 credits and grades from his three advisors.

An important part of the Collegiate Scholar program are the colloquia held every two weeks. At these meetings each student in the program presents part of his work to his advisors and any faculty members who attend, and to the other scholars. His work is discussed and criticized by this group to give him an indication of his progress.

The program is open to all superior students in the College of Arts and Letters. This year only eight students filed application for selection as Collegiate Scholars. The other qualified students possibly desire the smaller-scale senior essay and reading courses offered to seniors. The final selections for the program are made by the Steering Committee of the Committee on Academic Progress with the Dean of the College.
Rector Changes Expected

Charles I. McCarragher, CSC, Vice President for Student Affairs, confirmed Thurs. that Rev. John J. Marek, CSC, will be Rector of Morrissey Hall next year. Marek, presently recto r of Sorin, will replace Rev. David B. Burrell, CSC, who is taking a leave of absence next year. While McCarragher maintained that the appointment is not as yet definite, he remarked "I’ve asked Fr. Marek and he has agreed."

McCarragher declined to speculate on reports of other rector changes. The Student Affairs Vice President contended "I can only make the assignments after Fr. Kenna the Provincial assigns priests to the University. I cannot start work until after July 1." McCarragher did state that Rev. Lawrence Broestl and Rev. Joseph McDonough, both former rectors, will be returning to Notre Dame next year. Reports had been circulated earlier in the week that Rev. James McGrath, CSC, rector of Keenan-Stanford, would be transferred to Cavanaugh Hall next year. However, Rev. Matthew Miceli, rector of Cavanaugh, reported that "As far as I know I will be in Cavanaugh next year." When asked about rumors of Fr. Broestl becoming rector of Keenan-Stanford, McCarragh er remarked "It hadn’t struck my mind."

McCarragher did confirm that he is "seriously thinking of divid ing Keenan-Stanford into two jurisdictions." He maintained "After all, they are two separate halls, aren’t they?" Cavanaugh’s Fr. Miceli commented in relation to Keenan-Stanford "There are 620 students, mostly freshmen, in those two halls. How can one rector get to know 620 students? Know that here in Cavanaugh I know just about everybody, but with a turnover in students every year it becomes difficult."

Miceli and Rev. James L. Shilts, rector of Farley, both spoke of a need for continuity in rectors with the advent of stay-hall. Fr. Shilts remarked that "With a constant turnover it is difficult to know everybody. However, now that people will be staying in one hall, the rector can really get to know them over a period of more than one year."

Miceli, while conceding that there are usually last-minute shifts in assignments, contended that the University is attempting to keep rectors assigned to the same halls as stay-hall is expanded. Commenting on any rector changes, Farley’s Fr. Shilts maintained "The priests themselves try to find out where people are going. They usually don’t tell us until late June or July."
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How to play your cards right

The trick to a TWA 50/50 Club Card is knowing when to play it. For instance some holidays are out...you have to forget 50/50 and make reservations like regular old people. But any other time, everyone under twenty-two, can split to any scene in the US—for only half fare. (You still get full fare service, however, which is nice.)

And you can use the card on a whole bunch of other airlines too. If you really want to be clever, fly late at night to avoid the crowds.

Broaden your horizons this year. Take in a few away games.

Fly to a demonstration (like a Pacific sunset). Surprise Mom on Ground Hog’s Day. Visit a quiet little island (Coney, Catalina, Fire, Manhattan, Long). Go to the Beach during Whal Watching Week. Don’t miss the Tom Sawyer Fence Painting Contest this summer.

Call your local card shark:
Tim Meskill, your TWA Campus Rep. at 284-8142.
Or your travel agent.

Sat. Night starting at 7:30 at Stepan Center tickets will be available for the

Lovin’ Spoonful Concert

Tickets: $3 and $4

Saturday, May 11, 8:30pm
Five Days A Week

Time was when the chief news out of Notre Dame concerned football. Not much happened outside of the ten breathtaking weeks during the fall. Student government did very little. In fact, there wasn't even a Student Senate, only a student council of the high school variety.

Now all that has changed. Du Lac is in a period of transformation. Student activism is on the rise. The involvement of the students in the affairs of the University has increased. The coming year will see the student role magnified to an even greater extent with aprofusion of activities on the part of Student Union. Also, Student Government will for the first time endeavor to make the concepts of student power and self-government a reality.

Much will be happening during the coming year. In its role of reporter and commentator, the Observer must be cognizant of the increased volume of news at Notre Dame. In less than two years, the paper has come from an idea to three times a week, reality. As activism and involvement have pushed students into the limelight, the Observer has kept pace, being in the forefront of those urging an expanded student role.

With the Kousse administration, the growth of student radicalism at Notre Dame, and what is simply going on around campus, the paper is to publish daily next week and, finances permitting, thereat. We feel confident we will not have to retreat or retreat in our decision. The volume of news on this campus is such that we can maintain ourselves for there is a new Notre Dame student-body, one which is active and constantly questioning.

In addition to expanding coverage of campus news, the five day a week format will allow The Observer to give both news and in-depth coverage to the national scene. Again, with finances permitting, The Observer hopes to install a national and international wire service line. Installation of such a machine would mean the paper could give in capsule summary the national news each day and also report thoroughly student news from throughout the country. We cannot simply remain provincial with what is taking place on campuses such as Northwestern and Columbia.

Thus The Observer takes the big step of coming out five times a week. Our action is in response to the transformation of the student role and anticipation of what is to come. We cannot ignore either what is happening nationwide and even worldwide in the realm of the student. We can only hope to keep pace with what is happening.

THE OBSERVER
An Independent Student Newspaper
WILLIAM LUKING, Editor-in-Chief
FOUNDED NOVEMBER 3, 1966 NOTRE DAME, INDIANA

The enemy is in bad shape," says General Lewis Walt. Unless he is referring to their scrawny, rice-fed physiques, you have to figure that he hasn't been watching the news lately. Even Lyndon has given the impression of optimism at all costs. Things are pretty bad and it doesn't help much to pretend the sky isn't falling when it is. Walt is simply standing on his shredded dignity, saying with considerable pride, "Are you going to believe your own eyes—or mine?"

He is not wholly to blame. There is something about military action (probably his grand sense of his own virility) that inspires people to false paradigms, even in the most simple-minded sort.

Take, for example, my good friend Pat Collins who made the assumption that politicians are not interested in the decisions. This is a statement of rather limited validity. One can only assume that Miller and Strauss were as much military men as politicians. At all events, wars are not fought with speeches but with guns and bombs. Take away the armies and politicians might remain madmen but they would be comparatively harmless. And generals in peacetime are like movie gangsters in a quiet Western town. You know what's on their mind.

And then be was, "man is not made on a field by three hundred students seeking such other man." The time hasn't been a combination of a poor abstraction and an insult to "the 'younger'-wears-camouflage school" of abuse. What hurts is that it couldn't be more false. The professors are the last bastion of a few more independent than the average all-American boy. Virility is not automatically granted upon reaching the age of citizen second tenths.

There was a certain amount of paranoia among the professors. They were afraid they were going to be clubbed and arrested. But the funny thing was that it couldn't happen. The war was over and it was only the truly admirable restraint shown by Father Hesburgh that kept Elmer Sokol and his dubs and his dogs and his MACE and his other implements of destruction off their heads. But as foolish as their fear turned out to be, they didn't let it stop them. And it took more courage to sit on that field than to play soldier like good little boys.

The hurt dignity of the ROTC regular officers was another essay in meaningless rhetoric. "They want to uphold their rights but they are depriving us of ours," I can't understand it. Maybe I've been in this country too long," said Col. Abbott, the Air Force ROTC. In the great traditions of "our country," Air Force ROTC expels any of its students who get involved in anti-war or civil rights demonstrations. Free expression is dangerous.

"The soldiers understand that it's only a small group of people demonstrating against us," says fascist Leo Walt. With a great portion of this country rendered political eunuchs by civil service jobs, ROTC contracts, conservative employers and conventional ethical vacuity, twenty-five per cent of this nation says it opposes the war generally and two-thirds want a speedy conclusion, even if it means something less than "victory." Life, Look, the New Yorker, and Newsweek have all asked for a reevaluation of a war policy. Walt hasn't heard. He reads Boys' Life.

It would be funny if it weren't innately tragic to argue the intricacies of the ethical right to interfere with an ROTC parade while blindly ignoring the role inconsistency involved when a great review trots. It would be funny to see your friends dressed up in uniforms, yelling orders and walking stiffly erect if it weren't for the fact that the whole purpose of the funny games are to teach them to kill, rapidly and without regret, and to learn to hate those who would prevent them.

"The Thing I Hate About ROTC Is the Way It De-humanizes People"

Dennis Gallagher
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Everyone But Gatsby

The sun shone brightly on the lawn party that opened this year's Midwest spring social season. The gala event was held Wednesday last on the spacious grounds south of the plush, new faculty pub.

The beau monde was there in a grand tour de face displaying the finest in sartorial elegance for the upcoming season. The emphasis this year appears to be more on functional—outlandish look rather than the yachting theme of previous years. Hats, for example, were much in evidence this year. Madcap visionary-revolutionaries are a must for every 'in' guest but, sported a beret-like 'Chapeau de Lunatique' the barber with matching shirt and trousers. The entire ensemble was set off with a smart blue scarf. Special guest Big Lew Wait, a former heavyweight champion, showed up in a sartorial outfit of a basic brown Mouse made outlandish look, set off with a polished leather visor. A brilliant series of ribbons and medallions contrasted on a basic brown blazer made the big fellow the hit of the afternoon. Chie observers guessed his wardrobe was inspired by the recent influx of Indian fashion. Movie star and playboy Steven Emory, another fun member of the international set, wore a snappy olive drab cowboy hat with matching shirt and trousers. Mr. Ryan caused a near-riot in a stunning hat with matching shirt and trousers. Trained killer Steven Emory, of the party-goers sat on the lush, verdant grass and discussed the issues of the day. Despite the fact that this would have been the absolute height of comedy, a good time was definitely had by all.

Everyone But Gatsby

Betty Doerr
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Senatorial Courtesy

Whitney Young, Executive Director of the Urban League, at his recent visit to the Notre Dame campus said, “Samersex is not the Negro’s business.” His implication was that both the Negro and the white can profit from mutual exchange. Mr. Young believes that all people, and that his growth can only occur in an atmosphere of diversity and challenge. As a general maxim, Mr. Young’s statements are, indeed, correct. However, when seen in light of several aspects of the Civil Rights movement, Mr. Young’s maxim provides some earth-shaking ramifications.

Another example of this existing segre
gation can be seen in the conception of soul brother. To be a brother-in-soul has been a unifying factor for Negroes for many years. Ironically enough, soul brothers know that they are related because of the color of their skin. A Negro is most often side with the white who can be a better soul brother. To be a brother-in-soul has been a unifying factor for Negroes for many years. It is often thought that one can only breed sameness. His implication was that the Negro and the white community are shifting their bases in the wake of the Civil Rights movement. It is often thought that one can only breed sameness. His implication was that the Negro and the white community are shifting their bases in the wake of the Civil Rights movement. The problem of the separation of races is beginning to broaden to the extent that it cannot be solved simply by whites. The frustrations which white America has caused American Negroes has been devastating enough to effectively alienate Negroes from whites. For example, in instances where whites face Negroes and the white community to the Negro community. The six weeks... It all started when he descended upon the main plank in their anti-war platform, that's where. All...
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**The Mail**

**Editor:**

Due to the general response to the recent demonstrations at the ROTC Review, it is imperative that a clarification of the situation be offered on the nature of the proceedings. Concerning the peculiar actions and sentiments of most of them can be ignored as characteristically inaccurate and imaginary. There are several issues which raise which do require clarification.

Mr. Collins states that the demonstrators’ actions “violated someone else’s right to assemble and express his viewpoint.” In all but the most crucial circumstances I have no desire to “Bust up another guy’s meeting.” I may well suspect he is foolish for having a desire to participate in such a gathering; but I realize I have no “right” to enforce my point of view upon another person. The nature of the situation is altered when, whether it be the South Bend School Corporation or the University of Notre Dame, Staff is designed to limit us, frustrate, or destroy the humanity of another person. At this point, what I do not mean to say is “I have no ‘right’” I can no longer regard as existence in truth. Therefore as I seek to express my situation is my object to force the “other” to stop what I must do. I seek to impose my imminent One may conveniently choose to regulate my disposition to the level of opinion. Yet we are not for such truth I could see little reason to exist in a world of such horrors as Vietnam and the black ghetto. My conviction is that there is not a comprehensive moral retaliation (as we might infer from Mr. Collins’ position) and that the truth in which one exists cannot be framed in any code, American or otherwise, forms the basis for my actions on Tuesday.

The effective nature of our protest Tuesday was founded upon our conviction that the war in Vietnam cannot be comfortably and self-satisfyingly “hated” — it is a simple matter of stopping it. We choose a symbolic mode of protest, a symbol which is an expression of our willingness to no longer content ourselves with well-meant words, comfortable sign-carrying, easy-organized petitions; a symbol which marks our commitment to risk personal well-being (in any code, American as a prison term) to stop what anyone with “much on the ball” might consider to be.

I have never done anything in my life which I did with more considered forethought than the ROTC Review. But I knew finally, it must be done. The time has come in America when we must no longer accept the normal fascist establishment to so conveniently write off our protests by responding. This is why we are fighting in Vietnam — to protect our dissent.

Bill Reishman

---

**S. Gregory Hipskind**

**Editor:**

Col. Don Hynes admires Father Hesburgh’s commitment to Christian principles in his response to the recent arrests, while accusing him of neglect of this same commitment in allowing the ROTC program to exist at Notre Dame.

Might it not be possible that there are principles involved in this issue other than the pacifism which Mr. Hynes so unconditionally defines as “the Christian commitment which I find to be essentially multidimensional.” I feel that responsibility to society is a real aspect of this commitment and that rightful defense is one important part of that responsibility. Military training in connection with higher education is important to our ability to meet such a responsibility. I believe that it is at least as much a defense for me as does the Rotc.m in the response to this sort of Christian commitment to the members of our real society and our families, rather than in response to some evil destructive instinct, to some virulent hatred of others who are not treating us as we think they should.

---

**Sincerely,**

Gerald Burns 327 Sorin

---

Dear Mr. Collins:

Politicians may start wars, but intelligent students at ROTC make it possible for them. If so many of those ROTC students hate the war as you say, they have no business wearing their uniforms.

Paul Higgins

---

**Editor:**

In reference to your story and pictures entitled “On Teaching on the Main Quad on Friday,” it seems that the Observer has finally fallen. Fallen to the much-used journalistic tactic of trying to reduce the impact of peaceful gathering through a quick death of many of its participants.

In October, in Washington, well-known people walked in a column over a bridge 25 abreast to voice the ROTC M.O.T. resolution. When said, “May be 35,000 were there.”

And now in the photograph you show of the teach-in, parts of 266 bodies face the teachers’ platform with many more nice people on the outer fringes banished from the view.

And the Observer writes, “There were never more than two hundred participants at any one time.”

The Observer suggests that there be a comment on Terry Hanratty’s column of May 3, concerning St. Edward’s Hall. It is a simple matter of stopping the action of mere political, pogo-like tactics, which I believe you elected by appearing unjustified. It is this, however, why didn’t we change the fact that I and many others were not given a chance to prove ourselves. I cite for the example of the case of a school student who passed the Defense of the Team and that he remains there. This Prep team served as virtual moving targets for the first and second defense, and are given very little attention by the coaches.

I am not questioning the right or wrong, the good or evil of such decisions, nor am I knocking the system of Football, and athletic scholarships here at Notre Dame. It was the process of self-defense that I merely wish to set the record straight. In any case, I remain an ardent supporter of Notre Dame football, and will continue my support in whatever capacity I can.

Sincerely,

Steve Colman

---

**Kid Scrapz**

For one thing, credit must not be given to Mark Hynes who claims to have fabricated the whole incident and the happening of May 7th. I have no official right to speak about the Demonstrations at the Military Review, but I do feel an obligation of expressing my feelings regarding the conduct of the ‘protesters’ at General Woll’s lecture at Stanford Cen.

I would like to do this in a dual capacity. First, as an individual, I want to express my deepest congratulations and acknowledge the great courtesy that these groups showed to our guest speaker. Second, on behalf of the Student Union Academic Commission (S.U.A.C.), I want to express our deepest thanks to all of them for showing this great courtesy to a man who came to Notre Dame upon the student’s request to express his views. My respect and admiration for all those groups in the audience couldn’t be greater. Having talked to the General afterwards, I can say that for General Woll, the behavior of these few guys at Stanford did more for the anti-war cause than the action of the crowd on the drill field.

Admiration and thanks to all concerned.

John E. Mroz  SUAC Commissioner

---

**Editor:**

If Christ was a pacifist as Mr. Hynes claims, why did He drive the moneychangers out of the temple and not, instead, “turn the other cheek”? After all, there were no tear gas or his “physical assault” of “pacifism”

Sincerely,

Butch Larkin

419 Stanford
The promotion of forty professors and the retirement of seven were announced by University President the Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, CSC at the annual President's Dinner earlier this week.

Retiring professors given the retirement professors given the rank of professor emeritus were Francis E. Moran and Joseph C. Ryan; Joseph O'Meara, dean of the Law School; Raymond B. Plummer and Walter L. Watts, computer programmers; George B. Rohrbach, mechanical engineering; and John H. Sheehan, economics.

Fifteen Notre Dame faculty members were promoted to the highest academic rank of professor. They are Charles W. Allen, metallurgical engineering; Joseph X. Brennan and Walter R. Davis, English; Rev. Francis DeGraeve, SJ, theology; Jeremiah R. Freeman and Emil T. Hofman, chemistry; Eugene W. Henry, electrical engineering; Robert A. Leader, art; James Michael Lee, education; Richard M. Lynch, accounting; William D. McGinn physics; Charles R. Kielham, James D. Sasthleen, and Warren J. Wong, mathematics; and Kenyon S. Tweddell, biology.

Elevated to the academic rank of associate professor were Tomasket Avano, microbiology; Rev. Ernest Bartoll, CSC and Gregory L. Cornme, economics; Nienhansa N. Biawas and Samir K. Bose, physics; Paul F. Conway, finance; Michael J. Crocke, general program; Josephine M. Ford, theology; Garabed J. Gabriel, Michael K. Sain and Celsius K. Souza, electrical engineering; Julian F. Haynes, biology; Donald P. Commer, government; Richard A. Lamanna and Robert H. Voski, civil engineering.

Dining Hall Group listens to experts

Arthur W. Dana, President of Food Operations Consultants; suggested Wed. afternoon that self-busing and special food might be instituted in the dining halls to improve service. Dana, here this week to inspect the dining hall facilities, will make recommendations on how to improve food, service, and environment in the dining halls.

Dana met Wed. with Bill Miller, chairman of the Dining Hall Committee and Hohn Bots, a member of that committee. Bernard Mehall, manager of the dining hall, was also present.

The discussion centered mainly around the unique problems faced by the South Dining Hall. It was agreed by all that the implementation of self-busing could lead to many other improvements. Self-busing means that each person, when he is finished eating, would clear his tray from the table and take it to a designated spot.

Dana pointed out that, under present conditions, personal busing people can't be in all places at once. As a result, at least ten percent of the table space is immobilized.

With self-busing, some chairs and tables could be removed since there would be no longer be any immobilized places. This would open up the possibility of separating the serving lines from the rest of the dining hall. Also possible would be the removal of the sheds. If the sheds were still needed, Mehall said he would like to see them soundproofed in order to reduce the noise.

Dana suggested special food nights might be provided at least once a month. Possible themes could be South Pacific, Hawaiian, Chinese, and Mexican. Mr. Mehall said that the dining hall could provide the servers with costumes appropriate to the evening's theme.

Mr. Dana's recommendations are the first step in dining hall improvement. Next week the students will have the opportunity to vote on whether they would be willing to cooperate in self-busing.

John J. McGrath, president of Saint Mary's College, announced yesterday that the Board of Trustees of the College, at its April meeting voted to phase out the Saint Mary's Graduate Education program and to discontinue its sponsorship of the Guidance Center in downtown South Bend.

Father McGrath explained that Heald, Hobson and Associates called the action imperative. The educational consulting firm is currently employed by the College to survey its present education plans.

The recommendations of Heald, Hobson and Associates call for the phasing out of the Graduate Education program by the end of 1969. The commitment of the College is primarily to excellence as a four-year liberal arts institution and the diversion of resources to other objectives seems wise, Father McGrath explained. To have continued the program at a quality level would have required the commitment of large additional finances. Since the College opened its graduate program, other local colleges have begun similar programs and alleviated the local needs which Saint Mary's had sought to meet.

The Board directed that arrangements be completed, Father McGrath stated, carrying present graduate students to their degree completion by September 1969.

The Guidance Center will no longer be conducted by Saint Mary's College, but will continue under another sponsorship as of September 1968. While serving the South Bend-Mishawaka community at large, the Guidance Center has not been a part of the counseling or instructional programs of Saint Mary's College. Heald, Hobson and Associates reported to the Board of Trustees, Father McGrath noted, that the College would not be expected to subsidize this program. It is hoped that local community agencies will be encouraged to take over the work of the Center.

This book will help you clarify your thinking about the moral and religious questions raised by war.

It is the first book to examine impartially the whole spectrum of arguments—philosophical and religious, pro and con—about "just" and "unjust" wars, conscientious objection, and the rights and responsibilities of the individual in a nation at war. Against the background of Vietnam, it is an important book for all informed Americans... an invaluable book for religious counselors... and an urgent book for every young man who is subject to the draft.
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By EDWARD LEROY LONG, JR.
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31¢ per book
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PUTT-PUTT GOLF COURSES
This coupon is good for 30 cents of on your next game of Putt-putt.

Two blocks east of Town & Country Shopping Center on U.S. 20.

Limit one coupon per person per week

Dillon Men
Dillon Day!!
food, suads, girls(FREE)

all day
tomorrow

at red barn
by rugby field

due to inflation $1.50

AFTER SHAVE from $2.50
AFTER SHAVE from $2.50

JADE & EAST GOLDEN LIME

NEW... GOLDEN LIME

In c.-Sole Distributor

AFTER SHAVE from $2.50

As an alternative fragrance by JADE EAST or Jade East CORIO
By TERRY HAN RATTY

Notre Dame’s rugby club, fresh from a five-match tour of Ireland, hosts the annual Irish Challenge Cup Tournament this weekend. It’s a round-robin affair with the trophy going to the team with the best record. Saturday’s
date.

Battles on Stepan Center field: Notre Dame vs. Chicago at 9 a.m.; Michigan vs. Army at 11 a.m.; Notre Dame vs. Michigan at 1 p.m.; Chicago vs. Army at 3 p.m. Sunday’s matches in the Stadium: Notre Dame vs. Army at 1 p.m.; Michigan vs. Chicago at 3 p.m.

Thincclads Win, Set Four Marks

Paced by four record-breaking performances, Irish Thincclads won the Big State track meet Tuesday at Purdue. ND piled up 87 points in the 14-team event. Following were Indiana (64), Indiana State (62%) and Purdue (47).

The Irish set new standards for the Big State meet and Purdue’s track in the 440 relay, 100-yard dash and three-mile. The quartet of Ole Skarstein, Bob Timm, Tom Buckley and Bill Hurd covered the quarter-mile distance in 41.7. Hurd stepped off the 100 in 9.95. Kevin O’Brien of 4:07.5 in the mile fractured the standard set by Notre Dame Ed Dean last year. Bob Walsh topped 26.1 off the three-mile mark by doing a 14:01.6.

NDSU other victors came in the 220 (Hurd did :21.1) and 880 (Pate Farrell did 1:53.0).

Sports Card

Friday: Baseball: Toledo at ND, Carrier Field, 3:30 p.m.
Saturday: Rugby: Irish Challenge Cup Tournament, Stepan Center field games at 11 a.m. and 1 and 3 p.m.

Football: Blue and Gold intrasquad game, Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Sunday: Rugby: Irish Challenge Cup Tournament, Stadium, games at 1 and 3 p.m.

Baseball

Returning from a 6-2 defeat at Michigan State Tuesday, the Irish nine returned to friendly

carrier Field Wednesday and pounded Wayne State 19-1. ND stands 10-8 for the season.

A couple of big winnings did the job for Notre Dame Wednesday. The Irish plated five in the fourth, eight in the seventh, and four in the eighth.

Sophomore port-side Bob Jaeger ran his record to 2-0.

Tennis

Irish nettters whitewashed Marquette 90-0 Sunday, then took a 90-0 blanking from Michigan yesterday. The decisive leave NDSU’s record at 4-8. Singles winners in Sunday’s match were Jajith Singh, Carlos Carriedo, Tom Murphy, Bernie Ridley and Tim Whiting. Doubles victors were Murphy-O’Malley, Carriedo-Whiting and Ridley-LeSage.

Rugby

Dr. Featherstone’s rugby side was eliminated in the quarter-finals of the 16-team U. of Chicago ‘toernay Sunday. The Irish whipped Missouri 6-0 in the first round, but bowed to the eventual winner, St. Louis, 18-7 in the quarters. The Billikens were a 6-0 victim of Notre Dame last fall.

Irish: Band-Aid Brigade

BY TERRY O’NEILL

Don’t be surprised if the next stockholders’ report of Cushman Golf Carts, Inc., lists Du Lac among its top consumers. Numerous spring fever stockholders have this campus looking like the first fairway at Swamp Lake Country Club.

With the first annual Blue and Gold intrasquad game just a day away, it’s possible that 19 player-\n
ners will miss the action. Eighteen of them are injured.

At least two of the ailing would be starting tomorrow if they were healthy. Sophomore Jim Reilly was expected to answer the bell at offensive guard until he chipped a bone in his ankle. Sophomore Vito Racanelli was preparing to run back the ball until he tore ligaments and underwent an operation during the first week of practice.

Among the reserve units, the offensive line will be missing junior Mike Malone, junior Paul Snow, sophomore Nick Furlong, freshman Bob Cotter, sophomore Randy Hembd. Sophomore Larry Vuillemian and freshman Ed Grenda.

Among ND receivers last fall, Snow was fifth in number of catches and Furlong had the highest average per reception. But Paul has a contusion in his left elbow and Furlong is playing baseball this spring. Hekins and Grenda are in the running for a record for longevity on the hospital list. Grenda injured his spinal column last spring and the team is looking for a replacement.

On the offensive line, sophomores George Kelly and junior Ed Vuillemian are out. Freshman Jim Blaine and junior Gerry Wayne are doubtful. All four have knee problems. Vuillemian did some time at left end with the starting unit before Mr. Injury caught him.

Linebackers Jim Merletti, Mike Kondra, Dennis Kiliany and Tom Reynolds were hobbled this week, but it’s sure that all but Kondra will suit up. Two linebacking positions are still up for grabs and that kind of incentive usually overcomes minor injuries.

What’s left of the “Band-Aid Brigade” will begin knocking heads at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow. Students will be admitted by their ID cards at Gate 15 only. Tickets are available to adults at $2 and to children 12 and under at 50 cents.